EARN YOUR M.ED. IN K-12 ADMIN

Have a deep and transformative impact on school communities by pursuing a master’s of education in K-12 administration. In addition to a solid foundation in educational theory, ideas and inquiry, students will participate in mastery experiences and internships directly aligned with the school division’s goals.

SCHOOL DIVISION PARTNERSHIP:
• Cohort model designed specifically for your division
• Coursework is tightly aligned to division initiatives
• Hybrid model combines online study with meetings and summer sessions locally
• Program leads to administrative licensure
• Students can continue working while earning the degree

DEEPER LEADING, DEEPER LEARNING
Leading for equity • Design thinking & action research • Practitioner focus
Aligned with the Virginia Profile of a Graduate

Questions? Contact Steven Constantino, Executive Professor at smconstantino@wm.edu or 757-221-2323